
Putting it right. 

When you have been involved in an angry outburst, you obviously feel angry, but how else do you feel? 
Look at the table below & highlight or do a angry emoji for any words that describe the way you also feel. 
There is space to add some others. 

Sad. Hurt. Embarassed. 

Stupid. Afraid. Regretful. 

Cool. Ridiculous. Mature. 

Proud. Upset. Vulnerable. 

Surprised. In control. Let down. 

Strong. Angry. 

Think about what you will do next time you are involved in an angry situation. What will you do differently? 
Choose a word/words from the table to finish the sentences. Remember you can add some of your own.  

If I… 

 I will feel… 

As well as the suggestions above you could consider some others below that you feel you may need to do. 
Can you add others? 

Repair the damage. Make a promise. Talk about the problem. 

Ask or help. Think about your mistake. Don’t repeat the anger. 

Say sorry. Explain why you was upset. 

If I… 

 I will feel… 

Think of a T.V programme or Film where there has been anger between characters. How did they resolve 
it? Was it in a positive way & if not how could they have resolved it positively? 
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